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Folding of unstructured peptoids and formation of
hetero-bimetallic peptoid complexes upon sidechain-to-metal coordination†
Maria Baskin,a Hui Zhu,b Zheng-Wang Qu,b Jordan H. Chill,c Stefan Grimme
and Galia Maayan *a

b

Helices are key structural features in biopolymers, enabling a variety of biological functions. Mimicking
these secondary structure motifs has wide potential in the development of biomimetic materials.
Peptoids, N-substituted glycine oligomers, are an important class of peptide mimics that can adopt
polyproline type helices if the majority of their sequence consists of chiral bulky pendent groups. Such
side-chains are structure inducers but they have no functional value. We present here the inclusion of
several metal-binding groups in one peptoid oligomer as a new platform towards the development of
functional helical peptoids. Thus, we describe the coordination of two metal ions to unstructured
peptoids incorporating four 8-hydroxyquinoline (HQ) ligands at ﬁxed positions as two (HQ, HQ) metal
binding sites, and a mixture of chiral benzyl and alkyl substituents in varied positions along the peptoid
backbone. For the ﬁrst time, we demonstrate by circular dichroism spectroscopy, solution NMR
techniques and high-level DFT calculations that some of these unstructured peptoids can fold upon
metal binding to form helical structures. Replacing one HQ ligand with a terpyridine (Terpy) ligand
resulted in unique sequences that can selectively coordinate Cu2+ to the (Terpy, HQ) and Zn2+ (or Co2+)
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to the (HQ, HQ) sites from a solution mixture containing Cu2+ and Zn2+ (or Co2+) ions. Interestingly, the
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that in turn facilitates the coordination of Zn2+ (or Co2+) ions to the (HQ, HQ) site, demonstrating
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a unique example of positive allosteric cooperativity in peptide mimics.

binding of Cu2+ to the (Terpy, HQ) site in one of these peptoids can initiate a conformational change

Introduction
The remarkable eﬃciency and selectivity of biopolymers in
carrying out valuable functions such as molecular recognition,
information storage and catalysis, stem from the ability of their
polypeptide backbone to adopt well-dened three-dimensional
structures. The folding of biopolymers can be controlled by
a variety of interactions including hydrogen bonding, metal–
ligand interactions, and solvophobic eﬀects.1 Among those,
metal–ligand interactions are particularly interesting because
metal ions are key elements not only in the structure but also in
the function of biopolymers, being employed in tasks spanning
from regulation to catalysis. In addition, there is a direct relationship between folding and metal coordination; while some
biopolymers fold upon metal binding, others can only bind
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metal ions in their folded state.1 As a consequence, biopolymers
exhibit high aﬃnity and especially high selectivity towards
specic metal ions that are required for their utility. Notably,
many metalloproteins found in nature have multiple coordination sites suitable for the binding of at least two diﬀerent
metal ions, each at a distinct site, thus enabling cooperative and
challenging catalytic tasks. Therefore, an important goal in the
design of metal-binding proteins, peptides and peptide mimics
is to generate structures that selectively bind diﬀerent metals in
distinct sites.2 The coordination of the metal ions Cu and Zn is
especially intriguing because these metals, being the two most
abundant trace elements in biological and ecological systems,
play central roles in the structure and function of proteins and
are both essential components in many enzymes, e.g. the zinc–
copper superoxide dismutase.3 Mimicking such hetero bimetallic motifs using synthetic oligomers that can also fold upon
binding and exhibit selective recognition of each metal ion
might lead to unique functional compounds in which each
metal ion plays a distinct role in their overall activity.
In recent years, chemists have been starting to explore
possibilities to imitate these unique recognition properties,
mostly by developing biomimetic foldamers4 capable of binding
metal ions.5–7 Peptoids, N-substituted glycine oligomers, are an
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important class of peptide mimics capable of forming welldened secondary structures,8 with demonstrated biological
and chemical applications including drug development,9
catalysis10 and selective recognition of metal ions.11 Peptoids
can be synthesized eﬃciently using the solid phase sub-monomer method, which utilizes primary amines as synthons.12 This
method enables the facile incorporation of a wide variety of side
chains, resulting in highly versatile sequences, with the potential to include various functional groups at specied N-positions
along the peptoid spine.13 Thus, several metal-binding ligands
were incorporated within the peptoid sequences, leading to the
formation of metallopeptoids.14 In the absence of hydrogen
bonding, the formation of peptoid helices requires that at least
two thirds of the peptoid side chains are chiral and bulky. Such
sequences form stable folded structures, which resemble polyproline type helices (PP-I and PP-II).15 Although this approach is
well established in peptoid chemistry, it only enables the
production of very specic structures, dramatically limiting the
sequence and functional diversity of peptoid helices, which
currently, can only be generated from a few distinct side chains
out of the numerous ones that exist. Moreover, these helixinducing side chains only serve a structural purpose, and have
no functional contribution to the peptoids. Therefore, it will be
benecial to develop alternative platforms for the creation of
peptoid helices that increase their diversity on one hand, while
providing some added functional value on the other hand. This
may be performed by metal coordination, which proved eﬃcient in the case of stabilization of peptide helices.16 Although
metal binding was shown to increase the conformational order
of helical peptoids,14b,17 the folding of unstructured peptoids
upon metal coordination was not yet achieved.14j Moreover,
there is currently one example of a peptoid dodacamer that
forms homobimetallic metallopeptoids,14j but selective recognition of two diﬀerent metal ions by one oligomer to form
heterobimetallic metallopeptoid (or any other metallo-peptidomimetic) complexes was not demonstrated.
To accomplish these challenging tasks, we describe here the
design, synthesis and characterization of four unstructured
peptoid dodecamers containing a combination of chiral-bulky
and chiral-small substituents and two metal binding sites based
on four 8-hydroxyquinoline (HQ) side-chain ligands. We
demonstrate for the rst time that the binding of Cu2+, Zn2+ and
Co2+ ions to un-structured peptoids can induce the formation of
peptoid helices as evidenced by circular dichroism (CD) and
NMR spectra, and using high-level DFT calculations. Due to the
large size and high complexity of such metallopeptoids, both
their experimental characterization and DFT analysis in solution and in the solid-state are highly challenging. We further
show that two of these peptoids, modied by replacing one HQ
with a terpyridine (Terpy) ligand, can selectively bind Cu2+ ions
to the (Terpy, HQ) site and Zn2+ (or Co2+) to the other (HQ, HQ)
site and form unique heterobimetallic metallopeptoids. Finally,
we discovered that one of these peptoids can already fold upon
the rst and selective coordination of Cu2+ to the (Terpy, HQ)
site, and that this event facilitates the binding of Zn2+ (or Co2+)
ions to the second (HQ, HQ) site, presenting the rst example of
positive allosteric cooperativity in metallopeptoids.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Results and discussion
Rational design of unstructured peptoids with two (HQ, HQ)
metal binding sites
It was previously suggested that both the overall number and
the position of the chiral (S)-()-1-phenylethylamine (Nspe)
side-chains, especially their presence at the N- and C-termini
as well as next to the N-terminus, are important for deriving
peptoid folding.17,18 Thus, we initially designed a peptoid
dodecamer that has two Nspe groups at the N- and C-termini,
four HQ ligands at the 2nd and 5th (site 1) as well as 7th and
10th (site 2) side-chain positions (i and i + 3 for each HQ pair
as potential metal binding sites) and six S-methoxy-propylamine (Nsmp) groups at the other side-chain positions along
the peptoid sequence (12P1, Fig. 1). This design relied on our
previous observation that (a) sequences mainly composed of
Nsmp side-chain groups lead to unstructured petoids14j and
(b) the cooperative binding of metal ions to two ligands is
much stronger at the i and i + 3 positions (such as sites 1 and
2) than at the i and i + 2 positions (here 5th and 7th, site 3).11a
We therefore anticipated that this peptoid will be unstructured but the coordination of the two metal ions (one at each
site) might lead to a signicant increase in its conformational
order and result in a helical structure. Moreover, we decided
to synthesize peptoid dodecamers 12P2 and 12P3, in which
one Nspe group is located at the position next to the Nterminus and the other at the C- or N-terminus, respectively
(Fig. 1). The three peptoids were synthesized on a solid
support, cleaved at the end of the synthesis and puried by
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, >95%).
Their molecular weights measured by electrospray mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) were consistent with the expected
masses (see ESI†).

Characterization of the metallopeptoids formed upon metal
coordination
Metal-free peptoid 12P1 exhibits absorption bands near l ¼ 245
nm in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O solution. Titration with Cu2+ acetate
led to the appearance of a new absorption band at l ¼ 264 nm,
which corresponds to the formation of a peptoid–copper
complex (Fig. 2a). In order to determine the stoichiometry of
this complex we conducted a Job plot experiment by keeping the
total molar concentrations of Cu2+ and of 12P1 constant at 7 mM
and varying their relative proportions (mole fraction). The
absorbance that is proportional to complex formation was
plotted against the mole fraction and from the intersection
point the peptoid-to-metal stoichiometry ratio was determined
to be 2.06,19 demonstrating the formation of the 1 : 2 peptoid:metal complex (Fig. 2a, inset). UV-Vis titration experiments
of 12P1 were further conducted with Zn2+ and with Co2+ ions
and from the peptoid-to-metal ratio plot a stoichiometry of 1 : 2
was conrmed. The formation of intramolecular Cu2+, Zn2+ and
Co2+ complexes was further corroborated by electrospray mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS). Notably, no evidence for the formation
of higher order complexes (e.g. 2 : 4 complexes) was detected.
The MS-MS techniques further supported our assumption that
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Fig. 1
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Chemical sequences of oligomers 12P1–12P3.

metal binding occurs in sites 1 and 2 (see ESI†). Similar UV-Vis
titration spectra were obtained upon the addition of the metal
ions Cu2+, Zn2+ and Co2+ to 12P2 and 12P3 (see ESI†). Based on
the peptoid-to-metal ratio plots, the stoichiometry of these
metallopeptoids was shown to also be 1 : 2, as was further
veried by their ESI-MS analysis in solution (see ESI†). Overall,
the spectroscopic data demonstrate the formation of homobimetallic metallopeptoids, in which the metal ions are bound
in sites 1 and 2 via intramolecular chelation.

In order to gain some more information about the structure
of the peptoid–copper complexes, the X-band EPR spectra of the
powdered samples were measured at room temperature
(Fig. S2†). In all cases, the EPR signals clearly indicated the
presence of Cu2+ ions, and the Hamiltonian parameters obtained from the spectra are shown in Table S3.† Interestingly,
all the spectra exhibit a broadening of the EPR signals, which is
due to an exchange interaction between two Cu2+ ions located
within a distance of less than 1.5 nm.20 A representative EPR

Fig. 2 (a) UV-Vis titration (8.5 mM) and a Job plot of 12P1 (7 mM) with Cu2+ in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O. (b) Room temperature X-band EPR spectrum of
the copper–peptoid copper complex (12P1)Cu2 (blue line) in solid state and its simulated spectrum (red line). Reference – TEMPO (marked by *),
g ¼ 2.0058.
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spectrum of (12P1)Cu2 is depicted in Fig. 2b. Based on calculated
molecular models and EPR studies, it was previously suggested
that the trans-planar conguration of Cu(hydroxyquinolate)2 is
not possible in the intramolecular Cu2+(HQ2 peptoid) complexes
due to steric hindrance from the peptoid backbone that should
result in a pseudotetrahedral geometry.14b,17 The values of the EPR
parameters of (12P1)Cu2, (12P2)Cu2 and (12P3)Cu2 (gk ¼ 2.276,
2.279 and 2.275, gt ¼ 2.082, 2.084 and 2.080 and Ak ¼ 149, 148
and 147 G, respectively) are similar to those measured for other
Cu2+(HQ2 peptoid) complexes, implying also here pseudotetrahedral coordination geometries.
Secondary structure of free and metal-coordinated peptoids:
CD spectroscopy
Peptoids having only Nspe or (R)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine
(Nrpe) side-chains (alpha-methyl-benzyl peptoids), were shown
to generally adopt PP-I helices with three residues per turn,15
with a minor population of terminal trans-amide bonds.15c
Typical CD spectra of helical alpha-methyl-benzyl peptoids

Chemical Science

measured in organic solvents exhibit double minima near 200
and 220 nm due to the mixed population of the cis-and transamide bonds.15c The peptoid 12P1 exhibits only an intense
minimum near 195 nm (without a minimum near 220 nm)
similar to the CD spectra of a random coil polypeptide, indicating that the peptoid is unstructured in solution (Fig. 3a and
b, blue line). The coordination of the Cu2+, Zn2+ or Co2+ ions to
the free peptoid 12P1 led to an increase in the absorption band
near 220 nm as well as a slight decrease in the band near 195
nm, resulting in a double minima typical for helical alphamethyl-benzyl peptoids (Fig. 3a and b). We also tested the
thermal stability of the (12P1)Cu2 complex by recording the CD
spectra between 20  C and 70  C in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O solution.
Almost no change in the intensity of the absorbance bands was
observed upon heating, indicating that the metallopeptoid
structure is quite stable in solution (Fig. S28†). In addition to
the spectral changes observed in the 190–230 nm region, new
CD bands also appeared between 240 and 300 nm due to the HQ
p–p* transitions. The CD spectra in this region exhibited

CD spectra of the peptoid olygomers 12P1 (a and b) 12P2 (c and d) and 12P3 (e and f) and their metal complexes measured at the
concentration of 100 mM in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O solution.

Fig. 3
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exciton couplets caused by the dipole–dipole interaction
between two HQ chromophores. These exciton couplets indicate that chiral induction from the peptoid side-chains to the
achiral HQ ligand eventually results in chiral metal complexes.14b,j,k,17,21 To evaluate whether both metal binding sites are
crucial for the folding of 12P1 upon the binding of (two) metal
ions, we have synthesized two control dodecamer peptoids
12P1a and 12P1b bearing only one (HQ, HQ) binding site at
sites 1 and 2, respectively. The CD spectra of 12P1a and 12P1b
displayed only one intense minimum near 195 nm, which was
not changed upon metal binding to both peptoids (see ESI†),
suggesting that both metal binding sites are essential for
secondary structure induction upon metal coordination.
The CD spectra of free 12P2 and its metal complexes
exhibited trends similar to those of 12P1, indicating again
metal-coordination induced peptoid folding into helical structures (Fig. 3c and d). The CD spectrum of the free peptoid 12P3
also displayed an intense minimum near 195 nm (Fig. 3e and f,
blue line). However, upon the addition of Cu2+, Zn2+ or Co2+
ions, no new CD bands were detected in the region between 190
and 240 nm (Fig. 3e and f), suggesting that the peptoid 12P3,
which lacks the Nspe group at the C-terminus, does not fold into
helical structures upon metal binding. These results demonstrate that the Nspe group at the C-terminus of the alphamethyl-benzyl peptoids plays a crucial role in the stabilization
of the helical secondary structure.15b Following these results we
synthesized another dodecamer peptoid 12P4 that contains
only one Nspe group at the C-terminus (Fig. 4a). The new peptoid 12P4 was synthesized, puried and analyzed by UV-Vis
titrations with Cu2+, Zn2+ and Co2+ to verify 2 : 1 coordination
stoichiometry, which was further conrmed by ESI-MS
(see ESI†). CD measurements of 12P4 before and aer the
addition of metal ions revealed the formation of double minima
lower in intensity but similar to the ones formed upon metal
binding to 12P1 and 12P2 (Fig. 4b). This result is remarkable
because it conrms that a folding process can be initiated by
metal coordination to unstructured peptoids bearing only one
chiral bulky group at the C-terminus.
DFT calculations and assignment for the CD spectra of free
and metal-coordinated peptoids
Overall, our experimental CD results suggest that the unstructured peptoids 12P1 and 12P2 could fold into helical structures
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while 12P3 remained unstructured upon metal binding.
However, obtaining single crystals of the metal-coordinated
peptoids 12P1 and 12P2 suitable for X-ray analysis was still not
possible. Therefore we sought to perform some high-level DFT
calculations to support our experimental ndings. Previous
molecular mechanics calculations showed that the homooctamer (Nspe)8 should form a right-handed PP-I helix with the
cis amide bonds and with backbone dihedrals (u, f, j) around
(0 , 75 , 170 ),22 leading to the typical double-minima near 200
and 220 nm observed in the experimental CD spectrum. No
theoretical calculations have been done before for Nsmp-containing peptoids and other higher peptoid oligomers. Currently,
no X-ray structure of any Nsmp-containing peptoids has been
reported. Thus, detailed DFT calculations were performed to
support our experimental results. Both right-handed cis PP-I
and le-handed trans PP-II helices with the respective backbone
(u, f, j) dihedrals around (0 , 75 , 170 ) and (170 , 75 ,
180 ) of 12P1, (12P1)Zn2, 12P3 and (12P3)Zn2 are constructed
for further conformational searching of the lowest energy
conformations in our DFT calculations. The complexes of the
closed-shell Zn2+ ions are chosen in our DFT study to avoid
more computational eﬀorts required for the open-shell Cu2+
and Co2+ ions while similar peptoid conformations can be expected for all these ions. The DFT-optimized helical structures
were used to calculate the UV-Vis and CD spectra for comparison with our experimental spectra to provide useful insights
into the electronic assignment of spectral bands as well as the
actual secondary structures observed in the experiment.
The recently developed GFN-xTB tight-binding method23 as
implemented in the xtb program24 was used for eﬃcient initial
conformational searching in methanol solution employing the
GBSA solvation model, followed by further DFT-renement. The
TURBOMOLE V7.0 suite of programs25 was used for all DFT
calculations. The prescreened peptoid structures were fully
optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP + COSMO (methanol) level
of theory, which combines the TPSS meta-GGA density functional26 with the BJ-damped DFT-D3 dispersion correction27 and
the large def2-TZVP AO basis set,28 together with the COSMO
(for methanol solvent: dielectric constant 3r ¼ 32.6, Rsol ¼
2.53 Å) solvation model.29 The density-tting RI-J approach30
was used to accelerate the geometry optimization and harmonic
frequency calculations. Vibrational frequency analysis was used
to identify the nature of the located stationary points and to

Fig. 4 (a) Chemical sequence of 12P4 and (b) CD spectra of 12P4 and its metal complexes measured at the concentration of 100 mM in 4 : 1
MeOH : H2O solution.
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provide thermal and free-energy corrections according to the
modied ideal gas-rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator model.31 The
structures were characterized as true minima (with no imaginary frequency). The helical cis PP-I-like structures turned out to
be at least 10 kcal mol1 more stable than the corresponding
trans PP-II-like structures.
Fig. 5 shows the DFT-optimized cis PP-I-like structure of
(12P1)Zn2 and the structure of (12P3)Zn2 for comparison
(optimized structures of cis PP-I-like 12P1 and 12P3 as well as
other trans PP-II-like structures can be found in the ESI†). The
optimized (12P1)Zn2 complex adopts a quasi-linear helical
backbone with a rise of 6 Å (roughly 3.3 residues) per turn
with two right-handed side-chain Zn(HQ)2 complexes, both
found in a similar tetrahedral geometry between one central
Zn2+ ion and two deprotonated HQ ligands with typical
:O–Zn–O, :N–Zn–N and :N–Zn–O bond angles of 129  5 ,
130  3 and 84.9  0.3 , respectively. In contrast, the optimized structure of (12P3)Zn2 adopts a much less ordered
backbone, with the respective side-chain Zn(HQ)2 complex
near the N- and C-terminus being more planar (:N–Zn–N ¼
150 ) and more pyramidal (:N–Zn–N ¼ 120 ), respectively,
consistent with the modied sites of one bulky Nspe-substituents. In contrast, the corresponding trans PPII-like structures
of both complexes, with a usual rise of 9 Å (3 residues) per
turn, adopt much more bent backbones that may be further
deformed by the possible coordination of the amide carbonyl
groups to side-chain Zn(HQ)2 complexes (see ESI Fig. S80†).
Without the support from side-chain Zn(HQ)2 complexes, the
free peptoids 12P1 and 12P3 are structurally much more exible and can be found in many possible H-bonded (HB)
conformations with the acidic OH groups of the side-chain HQ
ligands as HB donors and the main-chain amide carbonyl and
side-chain Nsmp groups as HB acceptors.

Chemical Science

The sTDA program package32 was used to eﬃciently compute
the UV and CD spectra up to the excitation energies of 7.0 eV
(180 nm) according to the simplied time-dependent density
functional theory (sTDDFT)33 at the BHLYP/def2-TZVP +
COSMO (methanol) level. About 400 excited electronic states are
involved in the spectral range of up to 180 nm, making direct
assignment almost impossible especially for high-energy bands
below 230 nm. Clear electronic assignment was made using
smaller model systems including the free HQ, Zn(HQ)2
complex, tetramer peptoid with and without single Zn(HQ)2
(p4c and ZnQ2c, respectively) truncated from the best cis PP-I
structure of (12P1)Zn2 (See ESI†). The experimental UV-vis
spectra could be well reproduced by our DFT-calculations,
which are insensitive to the detailed peptoid secondary structures. A more detailed analysis shows that the main-chain
amide groups contribute only to the high-energy bands below
230 nm while the side-chain HQ (or Zn(HQ)2) groups dominate
the lower-energy bands.
Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the experimental and
calculated CD spectra of 12P1, (12P1)Zn2, 12P3 and (12P3)Zn2.
In general, the CD signal near 380 nm is rather low and thus is
not shown. Taking (12P1)Zn2 as an example, the experimental
positive and negative bands near 270 nm are well reproduced
using our DFT calculations, which are due to the exciton couplet
p / p* transitions of the side-chain Zn(HQ)2 groups, thus
conrming the correct right-handed conguration of the
Zn(HQ)2 groups predicted in our DFT calculations (reversed
sign expected for le-handed conguration). Such CD bands in
12P1 are blue-shied to about 250 nm having much reduced
intensities, with residual signals of the side-chains HQ induced
by the local chiral peptoid structures. Similarly, the experimental negative double minima bands near 220 and 200 nm are
reasonably reproduced using our DFT calculations, which are

Fig. 5 Comparison of the side and top views of (12P1)Zn2 (a and b) and (12P3)Zn2 (c and d) optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP + COSMO
(methanol) level, both assuming the right-handed cis PP-I helical structure. The main-chain C, N, O atoms and acidic H atoms (HQ hydroxyl and
amide NH groups) are highlighted as grey, blue, red and white balls, respectively.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 6 A comparison between the sTD-BHLYP/def2-TZVP + COSMO computed (black lines) and experimental (red lines) CD spectra of (a) 12P1,
(b) (12P1)Zn2, (c) 12P3 and (d) (12P3)Zn2. The assignment of the bands to excited electronic states is based on smaller model systems of free HQ,
Zn(HQ)2, p4c and truncated ZnQ2c molecules (see ESI†).

assigned to the n / p* and p / p* transitions of the amide
groups of the right-handed PP-I secondary structure with some
contributions from the p / p* transitions of the side-chain
Zn(HQ)2 groups. In this region, DFT calculations tend to overestimate the n / p* and p / p* transition energies of the
amide groups by about 10 nm (or 0.17 eV) than the p / p*
transitions of the side-chain ZnQ2 groups. For the (12P3)Zn2
complex, the well reproduced CD bands around 270 nm again
suggest the formation of right-handed side-chain Zn(HQ)2
complexes; however, the absence of negative bands around
220 nm (characteristic for right-handed cis PP-I) in the
experiment strongly suggests that the regular PP-I secondary
structure is not formed upon Zn2+ coordination. Collectively,
for the rst time, clear electronic assignment to the experimental UV-Vis and CD spectra is postulated by high-level DFT
calculations, providing strong evidence for both the detailed
side-chain metal complexes and peptoid backbone secondary
structures of large metallopeptoid complexes such as (12P1)Zn2
in solution.
NMR analysis of peptoid folding induced by Zn2+ coordination
The free 12P1, 12P2, 12P3 and 12P4 peptoids as well as their
Zn2+ complexes were further investigated by the 1H–1H COSY
2D-NMR technique, which among the other 2D-NMR methods
is most suitable for peptoid characterization in solution.34
When compared to peptides, the peptoids characteristically

626 | Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 620–632

exhibit a multitude of distinct and slowly interchanging
conformations in solution caused by the cis–trans interconversions at the backbone amides. As a result, rather than a single
set of resonances the NMR spectrum of the peptoids will exhibit
‘clusters’ of cross-peaks in characteristic spectral regions, and
these can be used to follow structural changes in peptoid
conformation. This inherent conformational exibility is also
expected to dually frustrate attempts of structure determination
using standard homonuclear TOCSY and NOESY spectra, due to
the ineﬃcient dipole–dipole magnetization transfer resulting in
poor NOESY spectra, as well as the absence of any dominant
structural species. However, the ensemble of the peptoid
structures could still be characterized by following the typical
shis of the signal clusters. Thus, COSY and TOCSY remain as
the preferred experiments; of these, the less complex COSY
experiment (correlating only adjacent protons connected by 3J
coupling constants) has given us the best results in monitoring
the conformational changes occurring in our peptoids.
Fig. 7 displays the COSY correlation map for 12P1 and 12P3.
Two notable regions are seen between the prochiral geminal
protons in the glycine-like backbone (near the diagonal,
between 3.5 and 4.7 ppm, Fig. 7a and b) and correlations
between the methyl groups and various vicinal protons (1.0–
1.7 ppm for the methyls, Fig. 7c and d, 4.0–6.0 ppm for the
neighboring protons). Correlations of the latter region are
generally divided into Nsmp (1.0–1.2 ppm) and Nspe (1.5–

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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H–1H COSY 2D-NMR spectra (700 MHz) of the free peptoids 12P1 and 12P3 (black) and their corresponding (12P1)Zn2 and (12P3)Zn2
complexes (red) measured at 283 K at 4 mM concentration in CD3OD.
Fig. 7

1

1.7 ppm) methyls, in agreement with the aliphatic or aromatic
nature of the side chains, respectively. Previous studies33 show
that in both cases the downeld cluster corresponds to the cis
conrmation of the peptoid bond, and the upeld cluster
corresponds to the trans conformation. The third cluster in the
Nspe region represents the terminal ‘edge’ Nspe group present
in the peptoids, which, as expected for the secondary amine,
resonates further upeld. Similar maps are shown for the peptoids 12P2 and 12P4 in the ESI.† The geminal proton region of
12P1 exhibits many well-resolved oﬀ-diagonal cross-peaks,
which is an indication of a relatively rigid and structured
backbone. However, the solution-phase structure of 12P1 could
not be obtained by simulated annealing using distance
restraints derived from key inter-residue NOEs, as previously
done for several other peptoids,8f,34 probably because of
a mixture of diﬀerently populated conformations that would
confound the NMR analysis. The geminal proton region for
unstructured 12P3 exhibits less well-resolved oﬀ-diagonal crosspeaks and more diﬀuse signals, indicating a relatively exible
backbone, supporting the observations from the CD analysis.
Such correlation maps were then used to evaluate the
structural changes induced by the present of Zn2+. Since Zn2+
coordination occurs via the side-chain HQ ligands, the eﬀects
observed upon the geminal protons reect an overall structural
inuence rather than a local electronic inuence. Upon addition of Zn2+ to 12P1 several of the geminal proton signals in the
correlation map are shied, indicating a conformational
change in the peptoid backbone. In addition, the number of
cross-peaks is reduced, suggesting a decrease in the conformational heterogeneity of the backbone. Also, the Nspe methyl

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

region exhibits an increase in spectral dispersion as well as
resolution, once again indicating that 12P1 undergoes a rigidication in side-chain conformations (Fig. 7). In contrast, addition of Zn2+ to 12P3 fails to exhibit such changes. Both the
geminal proton and the methyl regions exhibit less shis in
peak positions and they remain relatively diﬀuse in nature,
suggesting that the structural changes in the peptoid are
minimal. A comparison of these results to those obtained for
the other two peptoids 12P2 and 12P4 (see ESI†) shows that they
are closer in behavior to 12P1, although the structural changes
are less pronounced.
Taken together, the experimental as well as the computational spectroscopic results provide strong evidence for the
folding of the initially unstructured 12P1, 12P2 and 12P4 upon
metal binding assisted by a small amount of structure-directing
side-chains (about 8–17% Nspe groups, much less than those
reported at least 66%). Moreover, DFT calculations provide for
the rst time the detailed solution structure as well as clear
assignment of UV-Vis and CD spectra of long linear peptoids
and metallopeptoids.35

From structure to function: rationally designed peptoids for
the selective binding of two diﬀerent metal ions
At this point we wanted to explore whether peptoids folding
upon the coordination of one metal ion can lead to selective
recognition of a second, diﬀerent metal ion, and result in heterobimetallic metallopeptoid complexes. The peptoids 12P1,
12P2, 12P3 and 12P4 include four identical HQ ligands each,
pre-organized into two similar binding sites, and thus
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selectivity in metal binding to one site over the other is not likely
to occur. We have previously found that the incorporation of
one HQ and one 2,20 :60 ,200 -terpyridine (Terpy) side-chain ligand
located at the i and i + 3 positions within a helical peptoid leads
to a strong and selective coordination of Cu2+ ions from
a mixture containing additional Zn2+ and Co2+ ions.11a,36
Replacing the HQ groups at the 2nd position of 12P1–12P4 by
a Terpy group should provide access to peptoids with two
distinct intramolecular metal binding sites that can selectively
bind diﬀerent metal ions such as Cu2+, Co2+ and Zn2+ ions. To
explore this possibility we decided to focus on the peptoids
12P1, which exhibits the highest conformational change upon
metal coordination, and 12P3, which remains unstructured
upon metal binding. Replacing one HQ side-chain with a Terpy
side-chain in each peptoid leads to peptoids 12P5 and 12P6,
respectively (Fig. 8a and 9a).
Peptoids 12P5 and 12P6 were synthesized on a solid support,
cleaved and puried; their identity was veried by ESI-MS.
UV-Vis titration of 12P5 using a Cu2+ solution was performed to
follow the intensity changes at 261 and 316 nm that correspond
to the absorbance of metal-bound HQ and Terpy ligands,
respectively. A linear increase in the intensity of both bands was
observed (Fig. 8b) until 1 equiv. of Cu2+ ions was added; further
addition of another 1 equiv. of Zn2+ (or Co2+) ions led to
a gradual intensity increase only for the band at 261 nm but not
for the band at 316 nm. This clearly demonstrated that Cu2+
ions are bound to the combined (Terpy, HQ) site at rst,
followed by Zn2+ (or Co2+) binding to the other (HQ, HQ) site.
The formation of the 2 : 1 metal : peptoid bimetallic complexes
from 12P5 was further conrmed by ESI-MS analysis (see ESI†).

Edge Article

Moreover, the Hamiltonian parameters obtained from simulating the EPR spectra of (12P5)Cu, (12P5)CuCo and (12P5)CuZn
revealed a Hamiltonian parameter Ak of 165 in all cases,
consistent with the square pyramidal coordination geometry37
expected for the combined coordination of one Terpy and one
HQ ligands to Cu2+ ions.11a,36 To explore whether we can obtain
the hetero-bimetallic complexes (12P5)CuZn (or (12P5)CuCo) by
self-assembly, a solution of 12P5 was treated with a solution
mixture containing 1 equiv. of Cu2+ and 1 equiv. Zn2+ (or Co2+).
This led to the complete disappearance of the UV-Vis bands at
245 and 278 nm and the appearance of two new bands at 261
and 316 nm identical to those obtained from the sequential
addition of the two metal ions, indicating selective binding of
two diﬀerent metal ions in distinct binding sites to form (12P5)
CuZn (or (12P5)CuCo) via self-assembly from the solution
mixture (Fig. S18 and S19†). Similar results were also found
for 12P6.
The CD spectra of both 12P5 and 12P6 exhibited an intense
minimum at 200 nm and low intensity minimum (12P5) or no
minimum at all (12P6) at 220 nm. Interestingly, aer the
addition of 1 equiv. of Cu2+ ions to 12P5, the intensity of the
peak at 220 nm was increased, implying that the conformational order of the Cu-peptoid is higher (Fig. 8c). A further
addition of 1 equiv. of Zn2+ (or Co2+) did not signicantly
change the CD spectra, suggesting that the second metal
binding has little eﬀect on the peptoid secondary structure
(Fig. S24†). The CD spectrum of 12P6, on the other hand, did
not change in the region of 200–220 nm upon the addition of
metal ions (see ESI† and Fig. 9b), indicating that the conformational order of this peptoid is not aﬀected by metal

(a) Chemical sequence of the peptoid oligomer 12P5. (b) A plot representing absorbance at 261 nm and 316 nm as a function of total
equivalents of metal ions added from the UV-Vis titration of 12P5 with ﬁrst 1 equiv. Cu2+ followed by addition of Zn2+, at the concentration of 17
mM in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O solution. (c) CD spectra of the peptoid 12P5 and (12P5)Cu complex, at the concentration of 100 mM in 4 : 1 MeOH : H2O
solution.
Fig. 8
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Fig. 9 (a) Chemical sequence of the peptoid oligomers 12P6. (b) CD spectra of the peptoid 12P6 and (12P6)Cu complex, 100 mM in 4 : 1
MeOH : H2O. (c) A cartoon demonstrating positive allosteric cooperative binding to (12P5)Cu.

coordination. Based on these results we wanted to further
explore whether the folding of 12P5 upon the rst coordination
of Cu2+ ions to the (Terpy, HQ) binding site can facilitate the
second coordination of Zn2+ (or Co2+) ions to the (HQ, HQ)
binding site of (12P5)Cu, compared with the unstructured
(12P6)Cu complex, thus demonstrating positive allosteric
cooperativity.
To this aim, we conducted a direct competition experiment
between (12P5)Cu and 12P6Cu on the binding of Zn2+ (or
Co2+).38 Thus, a solution mixture of (12P5)Cu and (12P6)Cu
(both 0.5 mM in MeOH : H2O 4 : 1) was treated with 1 equiv. of
Zn2+ (or Co2+) and analyzed by ESI-MS. The (12P5)CuM and
(12P6)CuM (M ¼ Zn2+ or Co2+) show the same molecular weight
but diﬀerent peptoid sequence, and therefore could be analyzed
by the MS-MS technique. The observed fragmentations in the
mass spectra matched only those of (12P5)CuZn (or (12P5)
CuCo), with no indication of those related to (12P6)CuM
(Fig. S66–S69†). These results demonstrate that both Zn and Co
are selectively bound to (12P5)Cu rather than to (12P6)Cu,
suggesting that the conformational change that occurs only
when Cu2+ binds 12P5 facilitates the second binding event
compared to the same binding event that takes place by the
unstructured (12P6)Cu. As such, we propose that the structural
change induced by the selective metal binding of Cu2+ to 12P5
leads to its ability to perform a biomimetic function, i.e. positive
allosteric cooperativity in the binding of Zn2+ (or Co2+).

Conclusions
This paper reports on two advances in peptidomimetic chemistry: (i) the ability of rationally designed unstructured peptoids
to fold upon metal binding, and (ii) the ability of a peptoid

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

bearing two diﬀerent metal-binding sites to bind one metal ion
in one site, change its conformational order and demonstrate
positive allosteric cooperative binding of a second metal ion in
the other site. Metal-binding peptide mimics are an important
class of biomimetic oligomers with demonstrated functionalities of selective recognition and catalysis; however, examples of
metal-coordination driven folding and allosteric cooperativity
of peptidomimetics are rare. Therefore, the demonstration that
peptoids can perform these biomimetic tasks is a milestone in
the development of functional complex structures from peptidomimetic scaﬀolds.
Currently, the stabilization of peptoid helices mainly relies
on the incorporation of specic chiral bulky side chains. In this
work, for the rst time, our CD and NMR experimental data as
well as DFT-predicted solution structures and spectral assignment conrmed the folding of unstructured peptoids upon
metal coordination to two side-chain (HQ, HQ) metal binding
sites. By replacing one HQ with a Terpy ligand we created two
distinct metal binding sites within one peptoid. The selective
coordination of one Cu2+ ion to the (HQ, Terpy) binding site
leads to the peptoid folding that in turn facilitates the second
coordination of a Zn2+ (or Co2+) ion to the (HQ, HQ) binding
site. We showed that the aﬃnity of the folded Cu-bound peptoid
(12P5)Cu to Zn2+ (or Co2+) is higher than that of less structured
(12P6)Cu as evidenced by mass spectra analysis, suggesting
a unique example of allosteric cooperativity in peptide mimics.
We believe that our ndings introduce a new platform not
only in peptoid folding, but also in the design of novel complex
biomimetic structures based on bimetallic and hetero-bimetallic peptidomimetic composites. The observation that
a synthetic oligomer can perform a complicated biomimetic
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function such as positive allosteric cooperative metal binding
can impact the design of novel functional foldamers.
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38 Numerical evaluation of the association constants of (12P5)
Cu and (12P6)Cu with either Zn2+ or Co2+ was not possible.
Initially, we have used UV-Vis titrations in low
concentrations to estimate these K values, but the obtained
numbers reected very strong binding of the second metal
ion to either (12P5)Cu or (12P6)Cu, which were at least ve
orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of
(12P5)Cu or (12P6)Cu in these experiments and thus the
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obtained numbers could not be considered accurate (See
ESI†). Typical competition experiments with other
chelators (e.g. EGTA) were attempted, however these strong
chelators could take out the bound Cu2+ ion and thus
these experiments also could not be used for determining
the association constants. Therefore, direct competition
between the two peptoids was performed.
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